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Take back your 
weekends
LIFE

To learn more visit homepreservation.com and request a free evaluation

How the Nicest  
Homes Stay  

that Way!
HPS has been providing 
stewardship services to  

happy homeowners  
for nearly 30 years

What we do:
•  Quarterly maintenance visits
•  260+ annual tasks
•  Tracking, managing,

and reporting on all home
maintenance/repairs

•  Database of your home
equipment

•  24/7 emergency support
•  Repairs, landscape,

and remodeling

Get more value and 
enjoyment from  

your home

888-844-0007
www.homepreservation.com
1178 Los Altos Avenue, Los Altos
LIC. #782552
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A College Terrace duplex was remodeled into a light 
and modern home using a rare roofline to maximize 
light. Story on Page 7. Photo by Mark Pinkerton.
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We’ve got you covered! Come and see our newest collection of Firepits.

FIREPIT SPECIALISTS & GENERAL CONTRACTORS  |  PREMADE FIREPITS  |  CUSTOM DESIGNS
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HOME IMPROVEMENT
Old duplex gets transformed into 
one light-filled home

LANDSCAPE DESIGN
Tattered front lawn gives way 
to evergreen retreat

TECH LIFE
Palo Alto light switch company 
lets homes get smarter

DO-IT-YOURSELF
Store-bought crates and some paint 
can create easy mudroom storage

HANDY HARDWARE
With outdoor heaters,  
the yard is comfy even in winter

FLOWER FACTS
While your garden is resting for winter, 
take time to plan



Rebarts Interiors, LLC
253 State St.
Los Altos, CA

M-F: 11:00 am - 5:00 pm
Sat: 11:00 am - 4:00 pm
Evening Appointments Available

650-288-4377
www.rebarts.com

Visit or call us today for a complimentary 
design consultation and estimate

*Manufacturer’s mail-in rebate offer valid for qualifying purchases made 1/13/18–4/9/18 from participating dealers in the U.S. only. Rebate will be issued in the form 
of a prepaid reward card and mailed within 4 weeks of rebate claim receipt. Funds do not expire. Subject to applicable law, a $2.00 monthly fee will be assessed
against card balance 6 months after card issuance and each month thereafter. Additional limitations may apply. Ask participating dealer for details and rebate form. 
©2017 Hunter Douglas. All rights reserved. All trademarks used herein are the property of Hunter Douglas or their respective owners. 18Q1MAGDC2

Duette® Honeycomb Shades

Cozier winters. Cooler summers. 
Energy savings year-round.
Increase your comfort and help lower your energy bills with insulating 

Hunter Douglas shades. Ask about rebate savings on select styles today.

REBATES 
STARTING AT

$100 *
on qualifying purchases

 January 13–April 9, 2018



BY CAROL BLITZER 
PHOTOS BY MARK PINKERTON

College Terrace duplex gets 
transformed into modern airy home
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Tucked between two taller buildings, an apart-

ment complex and an older home, this one-

story modern home blends nicely into its College 

Terrace streetscape.

The secret? A butterf ly roof that wings to 

second-story level while shedding light through 

clerestory windows into the home that was newly 

converted from a midcentury duplex.

Owners Gabe Tsao and Honey Gholami worked 

with Palo Alto architect Tali Hardonag to convert 

the duplex into a home for their growing family.

“We wanted to add about 200 square feet,” 

Tsao said. A former one-car garage had to be torn 

down to add what became the great room of the 

new home. That part required a new foundation, 

while the rest fit the earlier footprint.

Hardonag faced a number of challenges: 

Because the city of Palo Alto designated the lot 

as  “legally nonconforming,” the architect was  

required to keep to the original long, narrow 

footprint. Hardonag also needed to find a way to 

provide privacy from neighbors on both sides and 

to make the home more energy efficient.

For the energy-efficient part, one wing of the 

butterfly roof tips west, offering a spot to place 

future solar panels. Made of seamless steel panels 

that overlap and clip in place, the butterfly wings 

are hinged on a wall that used to be between the 

two units. Flat roofs cover the bedrooms and the 

back of the house.

Simple, clean lines and cool shades of gray are 

evident throughout the remodel. First impres-

sions are made at the steel front door, which used 

to be the second unit’s front door. 

Turn right and you’re in the public space, a 

great room with a kitchen on one side and a 

“ribbon” fireplace (wide and horizontal) faced in 

f loor-to-ceiling tile on the other.

Hardonag designed a tower — what she called 

a small barrier that defines the entry — with 

appliances and a liquor cabinet open to the kitchen 

and a smooth wall facing the great room. The 

countertop was made first, and the tower fit in 

“like puzzle pieces,” Hardonag said.

“The kitchen is the focal point of the room. It’s 

clean, contemporary, easy to keep tidy,” she said.

That was accomplished by adding slate gray 

matte lacquer cabinets from the Aran Cucine 

Erika collection from  European Cabinets and 

H O M E  I M P R O V E M E N T

(continued on page 8)

The remodeled one-story home has an open floor plan 
and a high butterfly roof with clerestory windows. The 
great room faces the backyard through three 7-foot-wide 
sliding-glass doors. At one end of the great room is the 
galley kitchen with dimensional tile in the counter-to-
ceiling backsplash. 
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Design Studio. Upper cabinets are white frosted glass 

with under-cabinet lighting. 

The White Zeus Silestone 

countertop cascades to the 

f loor. The countertop-to-

ceiling Porcelanosa dimen-

sional tile backsplash “helps 

give depth, so the feature 

wall doesn’t just end, but has 

some life to it,” Hardonag said.

“The first thing people notice is the backsplash,” 

Gholami said.

Because the couple does a lot of cooking, Gholami and 

Tsao opted for a Wolf gas cooktop and steam oven. A Miele 

hood and SubZero refrigerator round out the appliances.

Little touches throughout emphasize the modern sen-

sibility, from the square recessed lighting to the lack of 

moldings around the doors. The doors themselves are 

made of frosted-glass horizontal panels set in vertical-grain 

Douglas fir. Throughout the house, the f loor is white-

washed oak.

Turn left from the front door and you pass a powder 

(continued from page 7)

Above, the one-story home appears taller because of the butterfly roofline, 
fitting neatly between its two-story neighbors. Left, the kitchen is the “focal 
point” of the great room, with its sleek modern lines.

(continued on page 11)

Little touches 
throughout 

emphasize the 
modern sensibility.
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Call for FREE Design Consultation
650-595-9999
www.closetfactory.com

Scan
for Yelp
Reviews

CUSTOM CLOSETS | HOME OFFICES | PANTRIES | LAUNDRY ROOMS | GARAGES AND MORE...

©2014 Closet Factory. All rights reserved. CA Lic.#931740

www.facebook.com/closetfactory 
follow us: www.twitter.com/closetfactory

20% OFF
Plus FREE Installation
Some restrictions apply.

My Closet. 
My Home. My Style. 
My Budget. My Life.
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San Carlos
1123 Industrial Rd. Ste. A

650-508-8317

Campbell
930 W Hamilton Ave. Ste. 190

408-871-8890

Danville
1901-F Camino Ramon

925-866-6164

Corte Madera
801 Tamalpais Drive

415-924-6691

Accepting furniture, accessory  
and jewelry consignment every day.

www.thehomeconsignmentcenter.com

Have you heard?

We found a home
for the jewelry

that you never wear!

Bring your unworn 
jewelry to the  
Home Consignment 
Center where  

appreciate it. 
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room. The wide hallway is broken up by a wall pattern 

shaped like fins, providing visual breaks. Both children’s 

bedrooms feature IKEA mirrored closets with built-in 

drawers.

The master suite gets much of its light from the but-

terf ly roof ’s clerestory windows. A soffit above the bed 

hides the heating. There is no furniture, other than the 

bed and a small desk. The attic, with access from the 

master bedroom, offers deep storage.

The highlight of the master bathroom is a large shower 

with a glass barn door and double rectangular sinks 

molded into the countertop.

Some compromises were made during the process, but 

Tsao credits the couple’s forethought with keeping costs 

under control. “We tried to be efficient and not change 

our minds,” he said.

“They both had great design sense,” Hardonag said of 

her clients.

The only thing Tsao might have done differently is locate 

the noisy tankless water heater a bit further from their 

bedroom. Also, they recently added large sails to shade 

their deck to help keep the heat out of the great room. H+G

Lic. 602048We’ve painted some of the

MOST BEAUTIFUL HOMES
on the Peninsula.

Beautify, Protect and  
Preserve your Most  

Important Investment

Quality Interior and 
Exterior Painting 

Residential and Commercial

For A Prompt Estimate Please Call: 

(650) 321-9302

Visit Us On The Web At:

www.stanfordpainting.com

Family Owned since 1988

Protect Your Family -  
We’re Lead Safe Certified

5-Year Warranty

Free Estimates
Stanford Painting is not affiliated 

with Stanford University

p

nooooooon

WWWWWWWWWWeeeeee’’’’’vvvvveeeeeeeee 

ooooon

Off-Season

      D
iscounts!

Above right, the master bathroom has double rectangular sinks 
molded into the countertop, gray pull-out drawers and gray tile 
floor.

(continued from page 8)

RESOURCES
Architect: Tali Hardonag, Palo Alto, 650-678-5941, www.talihardonag.com

Cabinets: European Cabinets & Design Studio, Palo Alto, 650-843-0901, 
europeancabinets.com

Contractor: Chris Donatelli, retired; company now owned by  
Barrios Wagner, San Jose, 408-287-4886, www.bnwbuild.com

Goal: Remodel duplex into single-family home while retaining footprint

Size of home, lot: Originally 1,471 sf, now 1,670 sf; 3 bedrooms, 2.5 baths 
on a 10,562 lot shared by a traditional home divided into a duplex.

H O M E  I M P R O V E M E N T
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H O M E  +  G A R D E N  D E S I G N

One of the things Candy Leonard likes about working in her 

kitchen is watching the storms coming in the winter. Her Los 

Altos home faces the western foothills and she can cook while seeing 

the clouds come in.

So when she and her husband, Mark, decided it was time to 

scrap their “terrible” front lawn, their landscape needed a shrub tall 

enough to block the view of the street but not block the mountains. 

In this instance, they chose Japanese boxwood, a shrub that won’t 

grow to  more than about  five feet.

This and other challenges characterized this front-yard landscape 

project designed by Julianne Adams Frizzell of Palo Alto. 

The end result is an open meadow-like landscape with some 

Japanese elements and plenty of evergreens for Candy to use in 

f lower arrangements.

“The overall theme was to be one of openness with a gentle 

sense of privacy,” Frizzell said.

Mark built the front fence along with a carpenter, after the couple 

fell in love with a neighbor’s version. He built the fence out of fine 

cabinet-grade redwood in an open design to define the space with-

out creating a harsh barrier. 

The hardscape ideas Frizzell came up with had included recti-

linear slabs faced in stone, but the Leonards instead chose a curved 

walk with stone set in mortar, similar to stone Mark had previously  

installed in the backyard. Mark marveled at the efforts of the contrac-

tors as they put the stones together. “It’s like these guys played Tetris 

with 100-pound rocks.” The stone is irregularly-shaped Connecticut 

blue flagstone that’s been tumbled to give it smoother edges.

The main challenge Frizzell faced was the drainage and the fact 

that one side of the yard was six inches lower than the other. She 

created a series of berms that let the eye wander among different 

heights, masking the difference in the two sides.

This created “a situation where we had to get (the landscape) 

graded lower and do that without it being obvious. . . Under you is 

a lot of drainage,” Frizzell said.

Candy says one of the things she likes best about her new yard 

is “some of the serenity and f lowing line.” She and Mark particu-

larly like sitting in their front yard socializing with passersby and 

enjoying the shadiest spot on their lot, which happens to be in 

their front yard. “It could be 86 (degrees) and comfortable to sit 

With assistance from a carpenter, the owner of this Los Altos home built the fence with an open design that defines the space without a harsh barrier.

LOS ALTOS FRONT YARD IS TRANSFORMED 
INTO EVERGREEN OASIS

by Elizabeth Lorenz | photos by Veronica Weber

L A N D S C A P E  D E S I G N

(continued on page 14)



Doors & Windows/Sales & Installation
Doors & Windows/Sales & Installation

394 State St, Los Altos • 650-559-8281
5853 Winfield Blvd, San Jose • 408-281-3219

• Entry Doors • Interior Doors • Windows Moulding • Door Hardware

Yes, We Offer Free In Home Estimates

www.PremierDoorServices.Biz

State Contractor Lic # 790327

P remier Door Services Inc. 
offers services ranging from 

consultation and sales, finishing, 

door matching, door prehanging, installations 

and more. The pride we have in our company 

comes from our ability to take a project from 

its inception and provide all of the services 

needed to complete the task. 

      Visit us online or give us call today to see what 
Premier Door Services Inc. can do for you! 

Serving the Bay Area since 1998
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out here,” Mark said.

Many of the plants are meant to be seasonal, such as a camel-

lia that blooms in winter.

“I wanted the focal point to move around the garden,” Candy 

said.

 Frizzell said there’s an “emphasis on evergreen conifers (like 

mugho pine) and broadleaf, not as much on f lowers. I tried to 

keep the palette minimal.” She included shrubs native to the 

Sierra foothills, as well as different textures and colors of ever-

greens. There are pittosporums, junipers, a shade magnolia, 

coffeeberry, toyon and even a rhododendron. 

To add to the idea of some privacy, the “drifts” of loropeta-

lum and rhaphiolepis will grow to about four feet tall. Native 

ceanothus lines the front fence, interspersed with low-growing 

carpet roses.

Besides a little patio for sitting in the shade, Frizzell installed 

boulders throughout the yard. “We chose the boulders and she 

made them look beautiful,” Candy said.

Mark especially enjoys one naturally f lat boulder he can eas-

ily put a drink on. The boulders are silver quartzite from Idaho.

The plants are zoned with low-water ones together and 

moderate-water ones grouped together and the irrigation 

is zoned accordingly, using an inline emitter system with 

a smart controller tied to a 

local weather station so that 

if it heats up, the irrigation 

system will react and water 

the plants.

In order not to block the 

home’s solar panels with too 

much shade, Frizzell chose tall 

ornamental strawberry trees 

to block some telephone poles 

across the street. H+G

RESOURCES
Landscape architect: 
Julianne Adams Frizzell,  
1175 Channing Ave., Palo Alto; 
650-325-0905, or
julianneasla@sonic.net.

Landscape contractor:  
Modern Landscaping, Inc., 
Campbell; www.modlinc.com; 
650-324-3033 (Midpeninsula).

The patio (left) is the shadiest spot in the yard even on a really hot day. Above, the 
young plants are mostly evergreens but the focal point of the yard changes with 
the seasons. Bottom left, the Connecticut blue flagstones were tumbled to give them 
smoother edges.

(continued from page 12)

L A N D S C A P E  D E S I G N
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“For more than 60 years, Midtown Realty has been assisting its 
neighbors and friends with one of the most important purchases 
in their life… their home! At Midtown Realty, we are dedicated to 
working with people, not clients. We sell homes, not houses and Palo 
Alto is our home, not a branch office. Year after year people trust us 
to help with their most important investment, their home. You too can 
count on us for all your real estate needs. Give us a call today.” 

Midtown Realty, Inc.  
Real Results, Real Estate

2775 Middlefield Rd, Palo Alto • Phone: (650) 321-1596  Fax: (650)328-1809
See our local listings online at — www.midtownpaloalto.com    BRE# 1900986

REAL RESULTS, REAL ESTATE

S I N C E  1 9 5 8

S I N C E  1 9 5 8

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

 Your Neighborhood  
Midtown Realty Team

Molly Foy 
Rich

Realtor

Tim Foy
Owner/Broker

Jane Volpe
Realtor/MBA

Joann Weber
Realtor/ 

Senior Property 
Manager

Ryan 
Eltherington

Realtor

Rosemary 
Prince
Realtor/ 
Property  
Manager

Katie Tseng
Office Manager

SungHee 
Clemenson

Realtor

Lisa Knox
Realtor

Chris Taylor
Realtor

Robert I. 
Steinberg

Realtor
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From replacing lights to completely rewiring a home, the instal-

lation process for smart lights can be daunting and expensive. 

Switchmate, a simple rectangular device that snaps over existing 

outlets and  switches and connects to a smartphone app, aims to avoid 

the drudgery and expense for the same payoffs.

The slim product attaches to an original light switch with internal 

magnets and runs on long-range Bluetooth low energy, or BLE. 

After downloading the accompanying app, users can set timers for 

switches to go on or off, control lights remotely and manage lights 

individually or across the home. The system also recognizes when 

users arrive home and turns on lights automatically.

The installation is so easy a child could do it, said CEO Dean 

Finnegan. “You just plug them in and walk away,” he said. 

Founded in 2016 in Palo Alto, Switchmate LLC began shipping 

its product  in August. One switch starts at about $30. In just over a 

year, the company has entered 37 retailers including Target, Lowe’s, 

Bed Bath and Beyond, Macy’s, Home Depot and Fry’s, among others. 

The company is Finnegan’s fourth venture; before Switchmate, he 

founded the digital photo-frame company called  Pandigital.

Engineers Robert Romano and Ashish Dua came up with the orig-

inal concept  and teamed with Finnegan in 2015. Over the following 

year, the young company partnered 

with Nordic Semiconductor to extend 

the range of BLE to over 150 feet. 

Using the same technology as the 

lights, Switchmate has various home-

automation products in the works 

— most recently, the company began 

shipping a smart-home camera. Other 

products include a home-security 

system that will become available in 

February, an automatic door lock, a 

garage opener and an automated system 

for window blinds. 

Other companies have caught on. 

Finnegan said at least four have jumped 

on the bandwagon, but Switchmate’s 

patent covers any device that snaps over 

a switch. 

According to Switchmate’s Vice President of Marketing Ashley 

Tillinghast, the brand is also uniquely targeting women, who she said 

have been been largely forgotten by the home automation industry 

but represent a larger share of overall consumption in the U.S. This 

is partially why the company has pushed its expansion into certain 

retailers such as Kohl’s and Macy’s, she said.

“There was no plug-and-play solution for smart lighting ... until we 

entered,” Finnegan said. H+G

Switchmate’s devices snap over existing outlets and switches. Photo courtesy 
of Switchmate.

It’s a snap
PALO ALTO LIGHT SWITCH COMPANY 
ENABLES ‘SMART’ HOME LIGHTING

by Fiona Kelliher

T E C H  L I F E

Is your agent there for you? 
I am there for my clients...

licensed, friendly and helpful staff.

Charlie Porter Farmers® Agency
License # 0773991

671-A Oak Grove Ave, Menlo Park
cporter2@farmersagent.com

Serving the community for over 28 years!

CHARLIE
PORTER
650-327-1313



AVOID SANITARY 
SEWER BLOCKAGES

www.cityofpaloalto.org/safeutility    
(650) 329-2161

To prevent sewer backups:

What To Do With Food Scraps:

cityofpaloalto.org/compost

cityofpaloalto.org/foodscraps

cityofpaloalto.org/hazwaste

(650) 496-6995  cityofpaloalto.org/safeutility

Fats, Oils, and Grease (FOG) poured down your 
sink may be costing you money, time and hassle.

Have a clogged sewer line? ALWAYS call 
us before calling a plumber! 
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by Nicole Macuil

As a “drop zone” for nearly everything 

and everyone when they come home, 

the mudroom becomes cluttered easily. Need 

more storage? These super-easy storage cub-

bies are stylish, easy to make and will add 

some much-needed storage in a tight space. 

All the supplies needed for your storage cub-

bies are available at The Home Depot or any 

local hardware store. 

 Nicole Macuil is the founder of   
www.wishesandwows.com,  

a custom party-planning company. 

MATERIALS NEEDED:
•  3 wooden crates

•  1 pint of fast-drying paint

(your choice of color)

•  1 2-inch paintbrush

•  A container of small and

medium nails

•  2 larger nails

•  14 metal brackets

•  2 hooks to hang on the wall

• Hammer

•  3 baskets

D O - I T - Y O U R S E L F

A place for 
everything
CRATES CAN BE MADE 
INTO EFFICIENT MUDROOM 
STORAGE CUBBIES
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2Using small nails and a hammer, attach your
crates together at four points. Using small 

nails, hammer the brackets (one at a time), two 
on each side and two on the back of your cubbies 
to hold them together. Repeat with the third 
crate. Place two brackets on the back of your crate 
at the top (these will be used to hang it).

1Paint each wooden crate, starting on the
inside. Paint the outside of your crate while 

the inside is drying. Once your crates are fully 
dry, stack one on top of the other, leaving the 
opening on the front. 3Attach hooks to the wall.

D O - I T - Y O U R S E L F

4 Hang up your cubbies, making sure they are
well secured and can carry enough weight. Add 

a basket to each of your crates and add colorful 
liners to your baskets for a splash of color. H+G  
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DOWNTOWN PALO ALTO 728 Emerson Street, Palo Alto  |  Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated.

Michael Dreyfus

650.485.3476
m.dreyfus@ggsir.com
CalBRE 01121795

Noelle Queen

650.427.9211
n.queen@ggsir.com
CalBRE 01917593

THE DREYFUS GROUP
RECENT LISTINGS AND SALES

1101 HAMILTON AVENUE, PALO ALTO
Offered at $5,295,000

308 OLIVE HILL LANE, WOODSIDE
Offered at $7,995,000

1250 CAÑADA ROAD, WOODSIDE
Offered at $13,500,000

215 JOSSELYN LANE, WOODSIDE
Offered at $11,998,000

135 WILLOWBROOK DRIVE, PORTOLA VALLEY
Offered at $6,850,000

231 WINDING WAY, WOODSIDE
Represented Buyer

5 PHILLIPS ROAD, PALO ALTO
Offered at $4,300,000

345 GOLDEN OAK DRIVE, PORTOLA VALLEY
Offered at $6,995,000

1320 WEBSTER STREET, PALO ALTO
Offered at $5,750,000

525 CENTER DRIVE, PALO ALTO
Offered at $7,498,000

ACTIVE ACTIVE ACTIVE

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLDSOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SILICON VALLEY ESTATE
Offered at $68,000,000

17 MILE DRIVE, PEBBLE BEACH
Offered at $41,888,000

ACTIVEACTIVE
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CALL FOR A FREE ESTIMATE • 650.400.7255 • MOTHEREARTHLANDSCAPES.COM

A different approach to
LAWN & GARDEN MAINTENANCE

ALL ORGANIC
NO CHEMICALS
ALL ELECTRIC
NO GASOLINE

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT
  We never use glyphosate (Round-Up)
  We only use battery-operated equipment 
(less noise and less emissions then gasoline 
powered equipment)
  We want to help lessen your home’s carbon 
footprint and reduce CO2
  No inorganic fertilizers which leech into 
our streams and Bay
  All-natural recycled mulches
  Environmental horticulturist on staff

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE
  Full lawn & garden maintenance

  Weekly, monthly, quarterly maintenance plans
  Irrigation repairs-renovation-maintenance  
of existing systems is available

California’s climate lets us enjoy the outdoors even in winter. This 

can be even more appealing with an extra measure of warmth. 

Outdoor heaters, or propane patio heaters, can provide enough 

warmth for residents to reside outside and take advantage of cozy 

outdoor evenings.

While a variety of outdoor heating elements are available, includ-

ing electric ones,  propane heaters —  like those beacons of warmth 

that emanate from sidewalk cafés —  tend to be the most popular 

option.

“I’m sure there’s electric heaters, but I would never recommend an 

electric heater outside because they cost too much to run,” said Joe 

Kreger of Menlo Park Hardware on Santa Cruz Avenue. 

He went on to explain that though propane-fueled heaters are 

standard, they come in a variety of shapes, heights and heat outputs. 

“People have a tendency to like the mushroom (shaped) ones,” 

Kreger said, (shown at right). He said pyramid-shaped heaters are 

also quite popular, especially for restaurants with outdoor seating.  

“(With) the mushroom one,” he said,  “the heat ref lects off the top 

and down.” 

Hassett Hardware in Palo Alto sells Living Accents heaters in 

stores. They range in price from $100 to $150, 

depending on the size of the heater. While 

this is the only brand they carry in their stores, 

both Hassett and Menlo Park Hardware are 

able to order many other brands such as AZ, Bond and 

Hiland. Prices on those can get up to $700. People with 

larger yards may need more than one, but for small yards, 

one will do the trick.

As far as heating power, both the mushroom- and 

pyramid-shaped propane heaters put out more BTUs 

(British thermal units) much more efficiently than any type 

of electric heater. 

“When you buy a little electric heater for your house, it’ll 

say 750 BTUs — that means a very small area — some are 

1,500 some are 2,500, these (propane heaters) are up in the 

thousands,” Kreger said.

Hassett Hardware also sells propane heaters that hook 

directly up to propane canisters. Though this option 

may be less aesthetically pleasing, it can be more space-

efficient and more budget-friendly.

“I have a smaller yard, so one’s enough, but we turn it 

on and we can sit out there very comfortably in a lawn 

chair and be able to eat our dinner and have our bar-

beque,” Hassett store Manager Casey Hornback said. H+G

Alexandria Cavallaro is a former Palo Alto Weekly intern.

Cozy in the cold
OUTDOOR HEATERS MEAN USING THE YARD 
EVEN IN WINTER

by Alexandria Cavallaro

H A N D Y  H A R D W A R E

This mushroom-shaped outdoor heater uses propane to radiate 
heat downward. Photo courtesy of Ace Hardware.
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Sometimes, believe it or not, a garden is like a  bicycle: It takes 

you somewhere  you want to go, and it takes you there through 

your own effort. 

I went to the Cantor Museum at Stanford  University recently 

with my 90-year-old uncle. When we were walking around the 

campus, we saw hundreds of bicycles and I remembered reading 

a book once on bicycle mechanics.

There is so much more to a garden than most people realize. 

The garden is not just the design, plantings, paths and sculptural 

elements. It is the means of transportation, a place to sit and let 

ideas develop and move forward, kind of like riding a bike.

This month I will give some tips on how to get more involved 

in our relationship with the garden.

1Rake leaves, pull weeds and trim shrubs. These tasks are as

important as good landscape architecture. Without them the 

design is buried in overgrown plants, piles of leaves, or in literary 

terms, distraction, judgment and frustration.

2Deciduous trees and shrubs (those that lose their leaves this

season) need extra pruning now. A good pruning book is a 

big help, but visiting nice gardens like Allied Arts in Menlo Park, 

Filoli in Woodside or Gamble Garden in Palo Alto helps you see 

how good pruning looks.

3Pull the plants that are finished for the year in the annual

beds. Get the roots out too. Add compost, a bit of fertilizer 

and bulbs for spring. Check local nurseries for bulbs. Even though 

it’s late now, there may be some available.

4Mow, weed, edge and clean up lawns and open spaces for

winter. This is as much for tidying up as it is for cultivation. 

Lawns are like all other plants at this time of year, growing slowly. 

Mow less frequently. With rain, weeds come out of the ground 

more easily when pulled. If you have a meadow or field at your 

home,  now is a good time to control the species you want to show 

up in spring. This is a good time to seed with wildf lowers or other 

interesting grasses. The rain will take care of watering and a light 

mulching will protect from birds and drying out.

5Now is a good time to do design work. Look at design ideas

from around the world. The easiest are in climate zones like 

ours such as Mediterranean, South African, South American like 

Chile, or farther south to Australia and New Zealand. If you don’t 

know design, act like a beginner and  ask lots of questions. Search 

landscape design online, visit many gardens. Sometimes being 

curious is your best asset.

6Buy and plant trees and shrubs now. The ground is perfect

for planting. The plants are dormant and taking them “bare 

root” or from a pot and spreading the roots in well prepared soil is 

the easiest transition for them. Always remember when planting, 

to plant high. Don’t bury the trunk of the plant below the soil 

surface. To do this is almost always fatal. Keep the plant at the 

same level it would be if it had grown there from a seed.  I see 

more mistakes here than any other problem in gardens. Whenever 

you dig in the soil, you f luff up the medium the roots will be 

living in. When the soil settles again after planting, the plants 

often sink below the normal soil plane. This causes soil migration 

around the trunk.

7 If you decorated for the holidays, remove all the decorations

soon, especially plants. Evergreen trees seldom complement 

a good design unless they are planned into the original construc-

tion. Poinsettias seldom survive in our gardens. They are from a 

much warmer climate (Mexico) and are quite poisonous. 

8Allow your garden to be a learning place. Design and plan

with lessons in mind. Gamble Garden has planting beds with 

good labeling and plant selections. There are beds with plants 

from lots of different countries. Here, you can get ideas or make 

up your own theme. Taking a plant-identification class really 

helps with this.

9 Start planning now for spring. Once your chores are finished

and you have planted as needed, it’s a nice time to sit indoors 

and plan your spring garden. Think about f lowers, fruit and 

vegetables. Make a rough sketch of your garden area. Note sunny 

and shady sections. Just like planning a bicycle ride, you can get 

on and ride into spring.

 Good gardening! H+G

Jack McKinnon is a garden coach. He can be reached at 650-455-0687.

A rest for your garden
USE THE COLD WEATHER  
TO PLAN FOR THE FUTURE

by Jack McKinnon

F L O W E R  F A C T S

Raking leaves and pulling weeds are as important as good landscape architecture. 
Thinkstock Photos.



Art For Your Floor

Exquisite beauty, life-long quality, truly one of a kind.
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